
EXCLUSIVE! GREAT THINGS TO COME

The oak is the most revered of all trees—a symbol of strength and energy, its 
acorns a sign of great things to come. Make great things happen with this notable 
jewelry suite. Delicate sterling silver oak leaves and 9k rose gold acorns are more 
beautiful than the tree itself. Necklet adjusts from 16-18". Ring in whole sizes 5-10. 
Made in a small family workshop in Oban, Scotland.
J1084  Oak Leaf Earrings  $98
J2133 Oak Leaf Necklace  $198
J7537 Oak Leaf Ring  $88

  CELTIC BELTS

The beauty and simplicity of Celtic craftwork is honored in these handsome 
belts, each in harmony with an individual sensibility and style. In black or 
brown. Waist size: S (28-30"), M (32-34"), L (36-38"),  XL (40-42"), XXL (44-46"). 
Made in Ireland.
B2011  Celtic Cowgirl Belt, 11⁄2" wide (choose silver- or bronze-tone buckle)  $68 
B2016  Simplicity Knotwork Belt, 11⁄8" wide (for men or women, silver-tone only)  $58 
B2015  Nouveau Celt Belt, 11⁄8" wide (for men or women, silver-tone only)  $68

  WINTER WOODS CANDELABRA

A full moon over the winter woods illuminates the hidden path; a golden glow 
through bare trees beckons. Tree-branch candleholder brings the serenity of 
light and branch indoors. Made of recycled metal set into a hefty wooden base; 
holds seven tealights or votives. Gift wrap and rush delivery are not available.
D6714  Spreading Branch Candelabra  (24" wide x 12" high)  $148

 EXCLUSIVE! THE DELIGHTFUL FEAST

The Garden of Delight offers a bountiful feast. Enliven your dining 
with rich tapestry-woven runner and placemats, sumptuous with birds, 
blossoms and tree in full bloom. Inspired by the masterwork of William 
Morris, a founder of the Arts and Crafts movement. Cotton/poly runner is 
90" long  x 12¼" wide; placemats are 17¼" x 12½". Machine-washable. 
Made in USA.
D8001  Garden of Delight Runner  $48
D8002  Garden of Delight Placemats, set of 4  $32
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From top to bottom: Cowgirl (silver-tone), 
Cowgirl (bronze-tone), Simplicity and Nouveau
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